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Outline of the Talk

n Formulating the problematic
n Noun/numeral classifier systems
n The Count/Mass distinction and the case of 

Bangla 

n The proposal: A feature-based approach to 
numeral classifiers
n An implementation: Assamese
n The strange case of Tagin (a Tani language of 

Arunachal Pradesh)



Noun/numeral classifier 
systems



Noun Classification
n Noun categorization devices are morphemes that occur in 

surface structures under specifiable condi tions, and denote 
some salient perceived or imputed characteristics of the entity 
to which an associated noun refers (Allan, 1977: 285). 

n Three broad types can be distinguished:
n NOUN CLASS SYSTEMS: Each noun in the language belongs to one  

or the other class. Some constituent outside the noun agrees in 
class with it.

n NOUN CLASSIFIER SYSTEMS:  These are often independent words 
(with generic semantics) that typically mark distinctions along the 
lines of humans, flora, fauna, natural objects, artefacts, food 
(flesh/vegetable), edibility, potability, kinship, and other culturally 
important concepts.



Numeral Classifiers
n Numeral classifiers are morphemes that only appear next to a 

numeral , or a quantifier categorize the referent of a noun in terms of 
its animacy, physical or functional properties, and cultural elements. 
A quantifying expression is a numeral classifier IFF it fills  an obligatory 
slot in the numeral-noun construction.

n Numeral classifier languages lack a number (SG/PL) distinction. A 
classifier, therefore, implies that the object(s) referred to are countable 
in the sense that the speaker intends them to be enumerated.

n Each noun in the language does not have to be associated with a 
numeral classifier. Some nouns take no classifier at all; and some 
nouns take more than one classifier, depending on which property of 
the noun’s referent is in focus. 



The distribution of Bangla 
Numeral Classifiers

ONTOLOGY CLA EXAMPLE EXAMPLE

‘N, ETC.’ ra Lily-ra ‘Lily etc’ *tin-ra chele

HUMAN jon lok-jon ‘people’ tin-jon lok ‘3 persons’

COLLECTIVE gulo chele-gulo ‘the boys’ *tin-gulo chele ‘3 boys’

+COUNT khana ɖi:m- khana  ‘egg’ tin-khana ɖi:m ‘3 eggs’

+MASS khani tel khani ‘some oil’ *tin-khani tel ‘3 oils’

DEFAULT ʈa boi-ʈa ‘the book’ car-ʈe boi ‘4 books’
boi car-ʈe ‘the 4 books’



A puzzling distribution

n A noun can be conceived of in many different ways. Take 
chele ‘boy’:
n If it is conceived as +HUMAN, then jon is used (for indefiniteness).
n If it is conceived of as a countable entity, then gulo is used, 

combining plurality with definiteness.
n The count classifier khana cannot be used as it is restricted to [-

animate].
n ʈa is neutral to animacy and count/mass, and is available 

everywhere.
n Ra is restricted to collections of humans alone.

n Bangla numeral classifiers then operate along four features ±COUNT, 
±MASS, !ANIMACY, ±HUMAN.
n The classifiers –jon, -ʈa, -khana must be attracted by numerals.
n The classifiers, -ra, -gulo, -khini must not be attracted by numerals. 



Bhattacharya, Tanmoy (n.d) “Bangla”. In The Encyclopaedia of Worlds Languages. .W. 
Wilson, New York.

n How is a count/ mass 
distinction distinct 
from a singular/plural 
one?

n What features of 
nouns do classifiers 
access, i.e. what 
ontology of nouns do 
we need?

n What features of 
classifiers do 
numerals and 
quantifiers access, 
i.e. what triggers CLA 
raising to numerals ?



The Proposal: A feature-
based approach to numeral 
classifiers



Mass Vs. Count in English

n COUNT NOUNS
Ø Occur in both singular and 

plural form. 
Ø Can be modified by a 

numeral. 
Ø Can co-occur with both 

articles.
Ø Can co-occur with Qs like 

every and several.
Ø Cannot combine with 

expressions like too much.

n MASS NOUNS
Ø Do not mark number at 

all.
Ø Cannot be so modified 

(without a measure 
phrase)

Ø Cannot co-occur with an 
indefinite article.

Ø Cannot co-occur with Qs 
like every and several.

Ø Can combine with 
expressions like too much



Link and Krifka’s Mass vs. Count
Distinction

n Cumulativity: An expression P has 
cumulative reference if and only if for any X 
and Y: If X can be described as P and Y can 
be described as P, as well, then the sum of X 
and Y can also be described as P.
n E.g., cutlery: two collections of cutlery = cutlery. 

But if a chair is added to another, we don't 
have a chair, but rather two chairs. Similarly 
with the noun water

Krifka, Manfred 1989. Nominal reference, temporal constitution and quantification in event semantics. In 
Renate Bartsch, Johan van Benthem and Peter van Emde Boas (eds.), Semantics and Contextual 
Expressions 75-115. Dordrecht: Foris



n Quantization: An expression P has 
quantized reference if and only if, for any X: 
If X can be described as P, then no proper 
part of X can be described as P. 
n E.g., house: no proper part of a house is itself a house

– hence it has quantized reference.
n Collections of cutlery may well have proper parts that 

can be described as cutlery. Hence, cutlery does not 
have quantized reference.

Link and Krifka’s Mass vs. Count
Distinction

Link, Godehard. 1983. The logical analysis of plurals and mass terms: A lattice-theoretical 
approach. In Meaning, use and the interpretation of language, eds. R. Bäuerle, C. Schwarze and A. 
von Stechow, 303-323. Berlin, New York: Walter de Gruyter.



[±QNT, ±CUM] in English

n Semantically speaking:
[+QNT,–CUM] = table, boy, book, apple

[–QNT,+CUM] = milk, furniture, fire

[+QNT,+CUM]=?
[–QNT, –CUM] = committee

n Grammatically speaking:
n [+QNT,–CUM] nouns can be massified: There is apple 

in this soup × no article
n [–QNT,+CUM] nouns can be counted: There is a fire 

in this room × use of indefinite article

n [–QNT, –CUM] can be treated as singular or plural: 
The committee is/are meeting 



Classifier Distribution 

n The Bangla numeral 
classifiers access the 
±CUM, ±QNT, 
±ANMATE, ±HUMAN 
features of nouns. 

n There are two means  
by which a noun may 
be characterised as 
“non-mass/countable” 
– if it is [-CUM] or if it 
is [+QNT].  

CUM QNT HUM ANM

ra ± - + +

jon - + + -

gulo - - ± ±

khana - + - -

khani + - - -

ʈa ± ± ± ±



Classifier Raising

n The generalization: Classifier raising is triggered 
by a [+QNT] feature value.

n Strong quantifiers like ɔnek, kɔtɔ, ɔtɔ, attract [±CUM, 
±QNT, ±ANM, ±HUM] classifiers. The universal 
quantifier sɔb attracts [±CUM, ±QNT, ±ANM, -HUM] 
classifiers.

n Weak quantifiers kichu, khanek, ɔlpek, kɔek, do not 
attract a classifier that is valued for cumulativity or 
quantization. 

n Numerals, and the quantifier kɔek, attract [±CUM, 
+QNT, ±ANM, ± HUM] classifiers.



Testing the Hypothesis – I: 
TAGIN

data from Mara, Naik and Shekhar (2008) ‘Numeral Classifiers, 
Deixis, and Definiteness & Indefinitness in Tagin’. MA Term 

paper, CL/JNU.



Tagin Classifiers

n Classifiers only for count nouns ([+QNT]).
n Very elaborate system: 

n A small class of basic classifiers, based on shape, 
size and function. No reference to humanness or 
animacy.

n A very large set of ‘pseudo’-classifiers that are 
lexeme, rather than class-specific. These 
classifiers are the reduplicated ultimate syllables 
of roots prefixed to numerals.



Basic Classifiers

bor FLAT BROAD OBJECTS: cloth, leaves, pages, 
carpet, firewood

əɲe bor-ɲi
leaf CLA-2

da LONG NARROW OBJECTS: roads, batons, 
firewood, pants.

əsəŋ da-ɲi 
firewood CLA-

so LONG, CYLINDICAL OBJECTS: rope, all 
vehicles, pens, pencils ,grass, snakes, 
spoons ,and hair

gəri so-pi 
vehicle CLA-4 

cə ROUND SMALL OBJECTS: star, seed, coin, 
words, ants, etc.

tərop cə-ŋu 
ant CLA-5

ta TWO DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS: photos, 
boards, mirrors, letters, chapatis

siŋtak ta-ŋu 
board CLA-5 

and about ten others, based on shape, size, and function



Pseudo-Classifiers
hɛ COWS sɛ hɛ-ɲi 

cow CLA 2

kuk BAG rakuk kuk-pi
bag CLA-7

pe BANANA kopək pe-riŋ 
Banana CLA-10

cu BREAST əcu cu-kin
breast CLA-1

bər CONTAINER: basket used for carrying wood ɛbər bər-pi
basket CLA-9

tor CONTAINER: bottles botor tor-om
bottle CLA-3

bum CONTAINER: container used for preparing 
alcohol

pobum bum-pi
container CLA-9



Pseudo-Classifiers

ciŋ DIGITS OF FEET AND HANDS
lakciŋ ciŋ-ɲi
finger CLA-2 

rjum EVENING
əryum ryum-kɛ
evening CLA-5

lag HANDS
lag lag-om
hand CLA-3

ɲiŋ YEAR
aniŋ ɲiŋ-kɛ
year CLA-5

ruŋ- HOLE
uŋruŋ ruŋ-ɲi
hole CLA-2

ɲik EYES
ɲik ɲik-riŋ
eye CLA-1 

and many scores more…



Towards an Analysis

n The Tagin facts show us that [+QNT] is 
indeed crucial for classifier raising – this is 
the only feature that Tagin CLAs share with 
Bangla.

n The pseudo-classifier facts suggest that it is 
the strength of the NUM feature on 
numerals/quantifiers that must be implicated 
in forcing this doubling. 



The Analysis (informal)

n The classifier system of Tagin consists of 
only the basic classifiers.

n Nouns which surface with pseudo-classifiers 
have no CLAs at all.

n However, since Nums select for quantized 
ClaPs/NPs in the language,  a pseudo-
classifier is inserted (the reduplicand of the 
final syllable of the noun) in the 
phonological output.



Testing the Hypothesis - II:
ASSAMESE



ASSAMESE
n Assamese has no grammatical category of Determiner.
n There is no grammatical marking of number in 

Assamese. 
n Countable nouns in Assamese can not be directly 

modified by Num like English (two dogs). Instead a CLA 
is used along with the Num.

n Use of numeral CLA is obligatory in quantifying 
expressions.

n Raising of CLA to Num and Q head in Assamese is 
motivated by the features of [+QNT] and
[±definiteness].



Assamese CLA: Distributional 
Properties

ONTOLOGY CLA EXAMPLE EXAMPLE

‘N, ETC.’ hot Deka-hot ‘Deka etc’ *tini-hot loraa

Human jan, jani 
etc

manuh-jon ‘the man’ tini-jan manuh ‘3 
men’

Collective bur, 
bilaak

lora-bur ‘the boys’ *tini-bur lora ‘3 boys’

+Count khan 
etc

kitaap- khan  ‘the book’ tini-khan kitaap ‘3 
books’

+MASS khini tel khini ‘some oil’ *tini-khini tel ‘3 oils’

DEFAULT taa, to, 
ti

lora-to ‘the boy’
*e-to lora
e-ta lora ‘a boy’
*lora-taa

sari-ta kitaap ‘4 books’
kitaap sari-ta ‘the 4 
books’



Assamese CLA: Distributional Properties

CUM QNT HUM ANM

hot ± - + +

jan - + + -

bur ± - ± ±

khan - + - -

khini ± - ± ±

to ± ± ± ±

q Assamese CLA can be 
mapped to these 4 
semantic classes.

q All [+QNT] CLAs move 
to Num.

q Moved CLA along with 
Num/Q yields [-definite] 
interpretation, while NP 
pre-posing over Num 
yields [+definite] 
interpretation.



Classifier Raising

q Classifier raising is triggered by a [+QNT] and       
[+definiteness] feature value.

q Strong quantifiers like sɔb, kimaan, ɔtɔ, gutei attract 
[±CUM, ±QNT, ±ANM, ±HUM] classifiers.

q Indefinite quantifiers like kei requires another Indefinite 
CLA maan to get right cliticised to the +QNT Classifier.

q Weak quantifiers kisu, ɔlɔp, ɔkɔn do not attract a classifier 
that is valued for cumulativity or quantization. Only the 
Indefinite CLA maan gets attached to it. But it is not base 
generated with the Head N like other CLA.



Quantifier Distribution in Assamese

Q CUM HUM QNT ANM CLA

xakalo
‘all’

± + - + xakalo-bur manuh
xakalo-khini manuh

gutei ± ± ± ± gutei-khini manuh
gutei-khan kitaap

kei ‘some’ ± ± ± ± kei-jan-maan manuh
kei-taa-maan aam
kei-jan manuh ‘how 
many man’

Kisu
‘some’

+ ± - ± Kisu-maan manuh

Ɔlɔp
(few)

+ - - - Ɔlɔp-maan paani



Light Nouns in Assamese & 
Quantification

n There is a group of nouns in Assamese which neither 
operate at purely functional or lexical level.

n Relation between quantification and definiteness 
marking involving these kind of nominal expressions 
needs highlighting.

n Assamese nouns, unlike their Bangla counterpart, 
contains a strong formal feature which make them 
move to Q-head and Spec of QP for checking its 
specificity feature (examples in next slide).



Comparison of Assamese and Bangla

Bangla
n ek glas jol [-def]
n du glas jol [-def]
n * jol-glas
n * jol du-glas

Assamese
n ek-koloh paani [-def]
n du-koloh paani [-def]
n paani koloh [+def]
n paani du-koloh [+def]
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